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A plasma thruster using ICRFH is a gridlcss, highly 
powetful and variable specific impulse engine. Such a 
thruster will pave the way for a manned Mars mission 1). 

ECR microwave discharge ion thrusters had been 
investigated for long-dstance space missions with the 
advantages of no cathores for plasma generation and high 
specific impulse 2),3). In order to accelerate ions back-ward, 
these ion thrusters utilize grids. Their lifetime and driving 
force depend on grids, and it is difficult to vary their driving 
force. A gridlession thrusterwithantennaforion acceleration 
has great potential fora variable-specific-impulse ion thruster 
with long lifetime and high power 1). 

The purpose of our study is to generate pla'ima with 
ECRH and to heat ions with ICRFH by using antenna 
Heated ions are accelerated backward by a force(proportional 
to the diverging magnetic field), andaccordingly the reacting 
force is generated in the opposite direction. 

We have constructed an experimental apparatus to test the 
concept 4),5),6 ).It consists of a cylindrical vacuum chamber 
(inner diameter of 21 em and axial length of 1.50 em), rx>~er 
supplies and eight magnetic coils. It is run at pressure in the 
10'4 Torr range with He gas as propellant. Microwave{X)Wer 
up to 5.0 kWwith a frequencyof2.45 GHz is applied using 
a magnetron in a continuous wave mode to the resonance 
area in the vacuum chamber. The propellant is ionized near 
the resonance region where the electron cyclotron frequency 
and the microwavefrequencyareequal(themagneticfieldB is 
875 G for the microwave freq.tency of 2.45 GHz), and then 
plasma ciffuses along the magnetic line of force. Prodlced 
ions in the plasma are then heated by RF power via dlal 
half-tum antenna with a RF freq.~ency of 252 kHz ( ICR 
magnetic field: B = 657 G ) The background magnetic field is 
generated by the magnetic coils. 

In the present experiments, two <i.Ial-half tum antennas 
are set in the chamber to control the wave length launched 
from the antenna In ord!r to detect the magnetic waves 
excited by the antenna, we have developed a 3D magnetic 
probe system. Also are used the Langmuir probes to measure 
the plasma parameters such as plasma rensity and electron 
temperature. 

By acljusting the currents in the magnetic coils, a mirror 
configuration for the magnetic field is prcxilced to confine 
the plasma and the ECR layeris realizednearthe gas box. The 
magnetic field strength between mirmrs is set to be higher 
than that required for the I CR so that we expect to excite ion 
<--yclotmn wave. The RF power is launched from the 

312 

antennas. 

For ECR plasma, measurements are madeon the plasma 
parameter to find the plasma density of about 1012 

Lm·
3 and 

the plasma radius a"> 4cm. 

Firstly, the RF {X)Weris launched from the antenna in the 
vacuum condition to check the magnetic probe system. Then, 
we tried to excite ion cyclotron wave in the ECR plasma by 
the antennas. 

We found from the probe measurement that some RF 
\\'aves are excited in the ECR plasma but we could not 
conclude them to be ion cyclotron wave 4). Further studies 
are need:xi to obtain the final conclusion on the wave 

excitation and then the ICR heating. 

A simulation core was also developed to simulate the 
wave propagation in the plasma 6). 

In summary, we have developed an experimental device 
to prodlce plasma by ECR and to accelerate ions in the 
plasma by ICR heating for simulating the gridess plasma 
engine. We have as a first experiment tried to excite ion 
cyclotron wave in the plasma, however we could not obtain 
the conclusive results on the excitation. 

Further studies are in progress on the following topics: (1) 
to further improve the measurement system to detect ion 
cyclotron wave, (2) to acbpt the rotating antenna such as 
Nagoya type III for effective ICR heating, and (3) to control 
the plasma flow by adopting properly designedmagnetic coil 
(i.e. magnetic nozzle) downstream the chamber. 
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